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Summary of Becoming by Michelle Obama | Book Summary | Book Addict In the book "Becoming," Michelle Obama tells a tale of a young girl born in
Chicago and takes us through her growing and formative years. It tells of how a woman found her voice in a discriminatory society; how she emerged strong,
fearless, and confident. Are you lost and wondering how to journey through life? This book is for you. Through every page and chapter, Michelle Obama
speaks to your heart and soul, relaying her life and helping you live your best life! She shares her ups and downs, woes and successes, as a single lady, in
marriage and even in her career. This book contains a comprehensive, well detailed summary and key takeaways of the original book by Michelle Obama. It
summarizes the book in detail, to help people effectively understand, articulate and imbibe the original work by the former first lady. This book is not meant
to replace the original book but to serve as a companion to it. Contained is an Executive Summary/overview of the entire book The Key Points from each
chapter for quick grasp and Brief chapter-by-chapter summaries You can start and finish this in an hour or less and get all the valuable information from the
original book to help shape your life for a new beginning. Click On The Buy Now Button To Get Started Now available in kindle, audio and paperback
formats. Disclaimer: This is a summary, review of the book "Becoming" and not the original book.
Michelle Obama - In Her Own Words.
When Barack Obama won the 2008 presidential election, he also won a long-running debate with his wife Michelle. Contrary to her fears, politics now
seemed like a worthwhile, even noble pursuit. Together they planned a White House life that would be as normal and sane as possible. Then they moved in.
In the Obamas, Jodi Kantor takes us deep inside the White House as they try to grapple with their new roles, change the country, raise children, maintain
friendships, and figure out what it means to be the first black President and First Lady. Filled with riveting detail and insight into their partnership, emotions
and personalities, and written with a keen eye for the ironies of public life, The Obamas is an intimate portrait that will surprise even readers who thought
they knew the President and First Lady.
A Step 3 biography of esteemed lawyer and former First Lady of the United States Michelle Obama! Michelle Obama is a lot like YOU! She grew up on the
South Side of Chicago with her brother, Craig. She rode her bike and played freeze tag with her friends. And she and her family ate dinner together every
night! Michelle's parents taught her to work hard and not let anyone or anything stand in her way. That work ethic has propelled her through her whole
life—through her magnet high school, her college years at Princeton, and Harvard Law School. Her parents also taught her to reach back and help others
once she found success, evidence of which is everywhere in her work as First Lady of the United States and beyond. Step 3 Readers feature engaging
characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics—for children who are ready to read on their own.
Chasing the Dream on Obama's Improbable Campaign
A Photographic Journey
Summary of Becoming by Michelle Obama
An American Story
The Story of Michelle Obama

Although her husband is president of the United States, Michelle Obama is more than just the wife of a powerful man. She is a success in
her own right. An accomplished lawyer and public servant, she is a highly educated, independent woman. Now, as first lady, Obama is
using her experience and skills in one of the most important roles in the country.
Filled with inspiring quotations from speeches and interviews
There is no one quite like her. Michelle Obama. This is the first book to tell the astonishing story of a woman whose intellect, verbal flair,
and poise are certain to make her one of the most influential First Ladies in history. A woman whose remark, “For the first time in my
adult life I am really proud of my country,” did her husband's campaign no good. A woman whose impassioned speech to the
Democratic National Convention may have helped win him the Oval Office. A woman touted as a future presidential candidate herself.
Readers are given a revealing and intimate look at Michelle Obama's remarkable life—from her Chicago childhood to her education at
Princeton and Harvard, from how she first met Barack Obama at the prestigious law firm where they were the only African-Americans, to
her role as his closest adviser, and to her own political beliefs. For Michelle, family comes first, and—like so many women who struggle
between family and career—she seriously weighed her husband's presidential ambitions before giving her stamp of approval. Apparently
she struck a hard bargain: he had to give up smoking.
Thanks to mass marketing from deep pocketed progressives into 28 languages from a parent publishing firm from Germany, called
Bertelsmann, which own's Crown, Michelle Obama's book, Becoming, is likely to enjoy the status and influence of the best selling memoir
of all time--unless Barack’s A Promised Land, can beat it. Bertelsmann, which initially became rich from publishing for Hitler through
exploiting Jewish slave labor, influences most of the Western world as a serpent which molted into the world’s biggest publishing
company. Bertelsmann soon earned a reputation for meddling in global politics, accepted routine visits from heads of state, and made
Barack and Michelle rich. Barack’s first lucrative contract came just before he entered office, making it perfectly legal, albeit unethical. The
biggest contracts came after they left the White House. We can assume they got something in return for Germany and the EU other than
book profits--like a deal to publish Common Core or an Obama push for the Paris Climate Agreement. It just doesn’t seem right to make
all of that money off of public office, especially when you profess concern for income inequality and the plight of the poor. According to
The Atlantic, Barack Obama leaked that Michelle’s publisher employed a ghostwriter for her life chronicles, and, of course, claimed that
he will not. This becomes obvious with professional-level passages filled with clever use of verbs, adjectives, and descriptions more fitting
for a practiced novelist than an attorney or hospital outreach director. It is not uncommon for celebrities to employ ghostwriters, but when
the memoir is hyped as “in her own words,” then it becomes unsettling, even disgusting. This summary book is a most unusual and
valuable book for understanding Michelle Obama, her origins, and her participation in a partisan plot, including an arranged marriage,
with Barack Obama and his leftist, activist, and big-business backers, to capture the White House for profit and global influence. This book
presents a summary of Becoming as published, but then continuously counters with a rebuttal which is expanded after the summary. So
you get Bertelsmann’s version of her story, and then the real and truthful version, simultaneously, and with cited references from
reputable sources. IMPOSTOR SYNDROME Imposter Syndrome, or “fraud syndrome,” is not uncommon among celebrities as a
psychological affliction in which a person not only questions their abilities, intelligence, and accomplishments, but harbors a nagging and
constant fear of being revealed as a fraud. According to the BBC, on December 3, 2018, Michelle Obama interviewed in London with
Nigerian author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, and, when asked how she felt about her perception as a symbol of hope, told the world that
she has Impostor Syndrome, and she finds it hard to believe that people listen to her at all, and that people should not take her seriously.
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Michelle summed it up by saying she sometimes feels like a fraud. Could it be that not only is she a fraud, but, along with Barack Obama, an
integral part of the perhaps the biggest, most serious, most damaging fraud in world history, responsible for the pilfering of trillions of
dollars, economic stagnation, the abandonment of morality, killing hundreds of thousands, and further dividing a nation by race and
gender? If true, Michelle and Barack’s fraud may have provided the funding and leadership, and access by foreign governments, to finally
destroy the values and fabric of the United States forever in favor of leftist and communist agendas. Fraud, or fraud and treason?
Barack Obama
Become a leader like
A Life
Becoming: A Guided Journal for Discovering Your Voice
Michelle Obama Biography
This biography for young readers focuses on Michelle Obama's youth. A good supplementary source for
home and classroom use, especially as the now former First Lady's book Becoming brings her renewed
attention. Follow the story of a hardworking girl growing up on the South Side of Chicago and how she
inspires our nation to believe in the American Dream that her life exemplifies. In her own stirring words:
America should be a place where you can make it if you try. Written by David Bergen Brophy, this indepth biography for young readers captures the heart and soul of the First Lady behind the campaign for
change.
This YA biography of the former First Lady considers her journey from Chicago to the White House in
the larger context of African American history. Michelle Obama grew up on Chicago's South Side, and
while the world outside her door was chaotic and ever-changing, her family provided a stable
environment in which she could grow and flourish. This biography of the former First Lady shows how a
girl from a working class background could rise to become one of the most influential women of her day.
More than a chronology of life events, this book looks at Michelle Obama's story within the larger
context of African American history: slavery, freedom, the Reconstruction era, the Civil Rights
movement, and finally, her own era. History both shaped and challenged Michelle. And ultimately, she
not only overcame the obstacles put before her, she went on to carve out her own place in history.
In many ways the world has never seen a First Lady like Michelle Obama. From the precedent of her
race to the singularity of her style, she has been the object of immense fascination. What she says, what
she does, and not least, what she wears, is scrutinized around the world. Writing at the crossroads of
politics and fashion, Kate Betts explains why Michelle Obama’s style matters, and how she has helped
liberate a generation of women from the false idea that style and substance are mutually exclusive.
Following the transformation of Mrs. Obama from her early days on the campaign trail to her first state
dinner at the White House, Betts, a longtime fashion journalist and former editor in chief of Harper’s
Bazaar, reminds us that while style can be expressed in what you wear, it is inextricably bound up in
who you are and what you believe in. In a smart, breezy voice backed by extensive interviews and
historical research, Betts shows how Michelle Obama’s bold confidence and self-possession have made
her into an icon and transformed the way women see themselves, their roles, and their own style. With
two hundred color photographs, original designer sketches, and historical images, Everyday Icon is not
only a lavish tour of our First Lady’s style statements, but also a fascinating behind-the-scenes account
of how she created her image and, more important, what that image says about American style today.
Much has been written about Michelle Obama, but Kate Betts places her in a broader cultural and
historical context; Everyday Icon is the definitive book on how a working mother of two became an
unforgettable, global style icon.
ABOUT THE BOOK Michelle Obama is most famously known as America's First Lady. Her entrance into
the public eye came as a result of her husband's role in politics, and his successful 2009 presidential
election campaign. Not only is Michelle the first African-American first lady, she is also renowned for her
role as a mother, philanthropist and for her fashion sense. Although it was becoming the first lady that
made her well known world wide, she has since become an icon in her own right. Born in Chicago to a
family that struggled financially, Michelle Obama displayed academic promise from a young age. It was
through a combination of her mother's determination to make her daughter's life better, and Michelle's
natural intelligence, that allowed her to progress on to Princeton University. Thanks to later becoming a
lawyer, she met her husband, President Barack Obama, through a prestigious Chicago law firm. Michelle
first gained entry to the public eye when she adopted a front-line supporting role during her husband's
presidential campaign. She would make keynote addresses and frequently handle the media, while
balancing her commitments as a mom. During the campaign, Michelle would make sure that she
returned home in time to take care of her two daughters, Malia and Sasha. Taking this approach has
allowed Michelle to become an icon for women everywhere, particularly moms. EXCERPT FROM THE
BOOK Since the beginning of 2012, Michelle Obama and her family have faced a vital year for the family.
This is the year where her husband will campaign for his second term in office, and as such their family
image has been closely scrutinized. In recent months, Michelle has continued with her family life, as well
as the campaigns that are true to her heart. Michelle has recently been quick to promote the same
causes as her husband and as such she has been vocal in encouraging the rich to spread their wealth.
She has questioned why families who earn a lot of money can feel good, when others continue to
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struggle. In a public address, Michelle said "If a family in this country is struggling, we cannot be
satisfied with our own families' good fortune." Michelle has also begun to take her health campaigning to
the next level, by launching a campaign that is targeted specifically at the Latino population of the USA.
"Mi Plato" (My Plate), is a bilingual educational campaign that encourages those who reside within the
Latino community to make better choices about what they eat. Buy a copy to keep reading! CHAPTER
OUTLINE Biography of Michelle Obama + Introduction + Michelle Obama's Background and Upbringing
+ Michelle Obama's Major Accomplishments and Awards + Michelle Obama’s Personal Life + ...and
much more
The Library Cats Who Left Their Pawprints on a Small Town . . . and the World
Michelle Obama: A Biography
Work It, Girl: Michelle Obama
Believe in the Possibility
Michelle Obama: Meet the First Lady
"Not since George Bailey in It's a Wonderful Life has someone so lifted the spirits of an
entire community. That the 'someone' in this case is, in fact, two library cats makes this true
tale of the love of literature combined with a fondness for nose licking all the more magical.
This book, like a purring kitten who may also be a genie, should be welcomed into any
home."—Francesco Marciuliano, New York Times bestselling author of I Could Pee on This: And
Other Poems by Cats It all started with mice in the library. Assistant librarian Jan Louch and
a coworker decided that what the library needed was a cat. Or, even better, two cats. Soon,
they found a pair of Scottish Folds who were perfect for the job. Jan named them Baker and
Taylor, and they took up residence in the library. But these cats were much more than mousers.
Visitors to the library fell in love with Baker and Taylor and their antics just as Jan had.
And then, after Jan let the cats be photographed for a poster, they became feline celebrities.
Children from across the country wrote them letters, fans traveled from far and wide to meet
them, and they became the most famous library cats in the world. In The True Tails of Baker and
Taylor, Jan Louch looks back and tells the remarkable story of these two marvelous cats and the
people—readers, librarians, and cat lovers of all ages—who came together around them.
Michelle Obama has quickly become one of the most influential and respected women in America.
This book is a collection of her most personal and inspirational speeches, given over the
course of a year and a half, on the Obama's historic journey to the White House. In her own
words, Michelle Obama talks about her beliefs, her upbringing, and her values.
This fascinating, often-funny and sometimes-controversial collection of quotations from
Michelle Obama gives a revealing insight into the life and mind of the new First Lady.
Featuring her thoughts on the election campaign and how she sees her role in the White House,
this timely and inspirational compendium draws on a range of sources including press
interviews, speeches and Michelle's own writing to share her reflections on: - the juggling act
between work and motherhood - her own journey from Chicago's South Side to Princeton and
Harvard - the women who have influenced her, and - controversial issues such as racism and the
war in Iraq. It's an inspiring collection that gives a quick and fascinating glimpse into this
intriguing woman's view of the world.
The editor of Hugs from Obama presents this photographic celebration of the former first lady’s
elegance and strength in Go High: The Unstoppable Presence and Poise of Michelle Obama.
Featuring more than 50 full-color photographs illustrating her warmth, wisdom, and belief in a
bright future, this one-of-a-kind collection highlights Michelle Obama’s compassion, verve, and
dynamic approach to unifying people from all walks of life. Each picture is accompanied by some
of her most compelling words—inspirational quotes sharing her earnest expression that the
United States of America is a place of unity, fairness, vitality, and optimism. A perfect gift
book for mothers and graduates, Go High revisits the beloved first lady’s heartfelt embrace of
the American people, and her persistent encouragement to always lift one another up, reach
higher, and rise to the occasion.
Summary: Becoming: Michelle Obama
The Words of Michelle Obama
First Lady, Going Higher
In Her Own Words
People We Should Know
First Lady Michelle Obama, the direct descendant of slaves, now lives in a house that was built by slaves. This daughter
of a nurturing if demanding family grew up on Chicago’s South Side, where she developed discipline and diligence, two
traits that carried her to Princeton and then Harvard Law School. She turned her back on wealth and prestige to follow
her idealism into the public sector, where she was immediately successful. A young beauty with many suitors, she finally
settled on a man named Barack Obama. Together they formed a formidable team that accomplished the seemingly
impossible--electing the first African-American President of the United States. Her fascinating story is an inspiration to
the world. It’s the summer of 1860 on the Friendfield plantation in Georgetown, South Carolina--coastal low country
whose snake- and mosquito-infested fields produce half of America’s rice crop. A young African slave by the name of
Jim Robinson is working in the rice fields. Owned by another man, Robinson has no freedom, no choices, no
opportunities. It’s hard to imagine his dreams include a vision of his great-great-granddaughter as First Lady of the
United States, living in the White House, hosting state dinners, an inspiration to her own country, and one of the most
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admired women in the world. But it happened. Her name is Michelle Obama–and we can be sure that Jim Robinson would
be as proud of his descendant as she is of him. New Word City, publishers of digital originals, contributes 10 percent of
its profits to literacy causes.
Presents quotes from notable speeches and interviews by Michelle Obama on topics including family life, her husband,
the 2008 Presidential election, and being a role model.
n a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling
women of our era. As First Lady of the United States of America--the first African American to serve in that role--she
helped create the most welcoming and inclusive White House in history, while also establishing herself as a powerful
advocate for women and girls in the U.S. and around the world, dramatically changing the ways that families pursue
healthier and more active lives, and standing with her husband as he led America through some of its most harrowing
moments. Along the way, she showed us a few dance moves, crushed Carpool Karaoke, and raised two down-to-earth
daughters under an unforgiving media glare. In her memoir, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling,
Michelle Obama invites readers into her world, chronicling the experiences that have shaped her--from her childhood on
the South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive balancing the demands of motherhood and work, to her time
spent at the world's most famous address. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and her
disappointments, both public and private, telling her full story as she has lived it--in her own words and on her own
terms. Warm, wise, and revelatory, Becoming is the deeply personal reckoning of a woman of soul and substance who
has steadily defied expectations--and whose story inspires us to do the same.Michelle Obama becoming writer is a
lawyer, writer and the wife of former U.S. President Barack Obama. Prior to her role as first lady, she was a lawyer,
Chicago city administrator and community-outreach worker.Michelle Obama is a lawyer and writer who was the first lady
of the United States from 2009 to 2017. She is the wife of the 44th U.S. president, Barack Obama. As first lady, Michelle
focused her attention on social issues such as poverty, healthy living and education. Her 2018 memoir, Becoming,
discusses the experiences that shaped her, from her childhood in Chicago to her years living in the White House. lets
know more
The thrilling, unlikely story of Barack Obama's first presidential campaign, as told by the volunteers and staff who
propelled the longshot candidate to the presidency In the year leading up to the Iowa caucuses, few thought a freshman
senator named Barack Hussein Obama would be able to win the Democratic nomination--not to mention become the
most popular leader in the world. But something was stirring. Hundreds of young people from all over the country began
assembling first in Iowa. These "kids" became the foundation of one of the most improbable presidential campaigns of
the modern era. Chris Liddell-Westefeld was one of those kids. He and thousands of other staff and volunteers dedicated
every minute of their time, intelligence, and resources to help elect Barack Obama, as what started in the midwest spread
nationwide. Drawn from more than 200 interviews with alumni including David Axelrod, David Plouffe, Alyssa
Mastromonaco, Dan Pfeiffer, Valerie Jarrett, Josh Earnest, Tommy Vietor, Jon Favreau, and President Obama himself,
They Said This Day Would Never Come takes readers deep inside the most inspirational presidential campaign in recent
history.
Speeches on Life, Love, and American Values
In His Own Words
Who Is Michelle Obama?
Michelle Obama
Michelle Obama In Her Own Words
Get inside the head of Michelle Obama: author, lawyer, humanitarian, and the trailblazing first Black woman to serve as the First Lady of the
United States. This collection of quotes has been carefully curated from Michelle Obama’s numerous public statements—interviews, books,
social media posts, television appearances, and more. It’s a comprehensive picture of her legacy as one of America’s most recognizable
and influential women. Now, for the first time, you can find Michelle Obama’s most inspirational, thought-provoking quotes in one place,
providing an intimate and direct look into the mind of this beloved first lady.
Discover the life of Michelle Obama--a story about working for change Michelle Obama is one of the most important women in American
history. Before she served as the first Black first lady of the United States, Michelle was a smart and studious kid who wanted to give back to
her community. She became a lawyer so that she could help people understand the law and get the legal aid they needed. When she
became first lady, she continued to help people--especially young people--in many ways. Explore how Michelle went from being a young girl
growing up on the South Side of Chicago to an American role model and leader in the White House. The Story of Michelle Obama includes:
Core curriculum--Learn the Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How of Michelle's life, and take a fun quiz to test your knowledge. Her
lasting change--Explore how Michelle Obama made the world a better place for future generations, including you! A visual timeline--Watch
Michelle progress from young girl to American leader with a visual timeline of the major milestones of her life. How will Michelle's ambition,
hard work, and kind heart inspire you?
In this imaginatively illustrated book from the Work It, Girl series, discover how Michelle became an inspirational leader, FLOTUS, lawyer,
author, and role model in this true story of her life. Then, learn 10 key lessons from her work you can apply to your own life. Michelle Obama
grew up on the South Side of Chicago in a little bungalow with a close-knit family. She loved going to school, and she knew that, one day, she
would use her voice to empower other young girls, just like her. Young Michelle was a brilliant student and wonderful daughter. With hard
work and talent, she propelled herself into the universities of Princeton and Harvard. She qualified as a lawyer and life was going
smoothly...Then she met a guy named Barack. Work It, Girl is an empowering series of biographies featuring modern women in the world of
work, from designers and musicians to CEOs and scientists. Each of these vibrantly illustrated books tells the story of a remarkable woman in
10 chapters that highlight transformative moments in her life, following the ups and downs that she faced on her road to success. At the end,
10 key lessons show what you can learn from these moments, and self-reflection questions help you apply these lessons to your own life.
Brightly colored photo illustrations of 3-D cut paper artwork featuring inspiring quotes from these amazing women bring their stories to vivid
life. Learn how to work it as you lay the foundations for your own successful career.
Biography of the 46th First Lady of the United States (1964).
A Biography Book for New Readers
American Grown
A Guided Journal for Discovering Your Voice
Becoming: Adapted for Young Readers
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Summary & Rebuttal for Becoming by Michelle Obama

With 140 photographs, inspiring quotes, and excerpts from historic speeches, this
stunning volume celebrates beloved First Lady Michelle Obama. Although the book focuses
on 2007 to 2016, it also covers the pre-White House years, from childhood to law school
to Obama's first campaign. It also explores her family life; "First Lady Firsts"; TV
appearances and official trips; main health, social, and education projects; and role as
glamorous First Hostess at State Dinners and other events.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Michelle Obama’s worldwide bestselling memoir, Becoming,
is now adapted for young readers. Michelle Robinson was born on the South Side of
Chicago. From her modest beginnings, she would become Michelle Obama, the inspiring and
powerful First Lady of the United States, when her husband, Barack Obama, was elected the
forty-fourth president. They would be the first Black First Family in the White House and
serve the country for two terms. Growing up, Michelle and her older brother, Craig,
shared a bedroom in their family’s upstairs apartment in her great-aunt’s house. Her
parents, Fraser and Marian, poured their love and energy into their children. Michelle’s
beloved dad taught his kids to work hard, keep their word, and remember to laugh. Her mom
showed them how to think for themselves, use their voice, and be unafraid. But life soon
took her far from home. With determination, carefully made plans, and the desire to
achieve, Michelle was eager to expand the sphere of her life from her schooling in
Chicago. She went to Princeton University, where she learned what it felt like to be the
only Black woman in the room. She then went to Harvard Law School, and after graduating
returned to Chicago and became a high-powered lawyer. Her plans changed, however, when
she met and fell in love with Barack Obama. From her early years of marriage, and the
struggle to balance being a working woman, a wife, and the mom of two daughters, Michelle
Obama details the shift she made to political life and what her family endured as a
result of her husband’s fast-moving political career and campaign for the presidency. She
shares the glamour of ball gowns and world travel, and the difficulties of comforting
families after tragedies. She managed to be there for her daughters’ swim competitions
and attend plays at their schools without catching the spotlight, while defining and
championing numerous initiatives, especially those geared toward kids, during her time as
First Lady. Most important, this volume for young people is an honest and fascinating
account of Michelle Obama’s life led by example. She shares her views on how all young
people can help themselves as well as help others, no matter their status in life. She
asks readers to realize that no one is perfect, and that the process of becoming is what
matters, as finding yourself is ever evolving. In telling her story with boldness, she
asks young readers: Who are you, and what do you want to become?
Since delivering his keynote speech at the 2004 Democratic National Convention, Barack
Obama has been hailed as the clear saviour of not only the Democratic party, but of the
integrity of American politics. Despite the fact that he burst onto the national scene
seemingly overnight, his name recognition has grown by leaps and bounds ever since. And
in November 2008, he was elected the next President of the United States. Barack Obama in
His Own Words is a book of quotes from the Illinois Senator that allows those who aren't
as familiar with his politics to learn quickly where he stands on abortion, religion,
AIDS, his critics, foreign policy, Iraq, the War on Terror, unemployment, gay marriage,
and a host of other important issues facing America and the world. Informative and easy
to read, this is the perfect potted history for those who donÕ t have time to read the
biography of AmericaÕ s first Black President. Lisa Rogak is the author of In His Own
Words: Colin Powell and Howard Dean In His Own Words. Her works have been reviewed and
otherwise mentioned in the Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Family Circle, and hundreds of
other publications. She lives in Lebanon, New Hampshire. Ô I wouldnÕ t run if I didnÕ t
think I could win.Õ Ô I donÕ t want people to pretend IÕ m not black or that itÕ s
somehow not relevant.Õ
States. Warning! This is a summary book, intended to harmonize with Michelle Obama’s
compelling memoir, not to replace it. #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB
PICK • NAACP IMAGE AWARD WINNER • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE
PAST 50 YEARS In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has
emerged as one of the most iconic women of our era. As First Lady of the United States of
America—the first African American to serve in that role—she helped create the most
welcoming and inclusive White House in history, while also establishing herself as a
powerful advocate for women and girls in the U.S. and around the world, dramatically
changing the ways that families pursue healthier and more active lives, and standing with
her husband as he led America through some of its most harrowing moments. In her memoir,
a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling, Michelle Obama invites readers
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into her world, chronicling the experiences that have shaped her—from her childhood on
the South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive balancing the demands of
motherhood and work, to her time spent at the world’s most famous address. With unerring
honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and her disappointments, both public
and private, telling her full story as she has lived it—in her own words and on her own
terms. Warm, wise, and revelatory, Becoming is the deeply personal reckoning of a woman
of soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations—and whose story inspires us to
do the same.
The Meaning of Michelle
Political Icon
They Said This Day Would Never Come
Michelle Obama and the Power of Style
The True Tails of Baker and Taylor
"Oprah's Book Club 2018 selection"--Jacket.
An intimate, powerful, and inspiring memoir by the former First Lady of the United States #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • WATCH THE EMMY-NOMINATED NETFLIX ORIGINAL DOCUMENTARY • OPRAH S BOOK CLUB PICK •
NAACP IMAGE AWARD WINNER • ONE OF ESSENCE S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS In a
life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling
women of our era. As First Lady of the United States of America̶the first African American to serve in that role̶she
helped create the most welcoming and inclusive White House in history, while also establishing herself as a powerful
advocate for women and girls in the U.S. and around the world, dramatically changing the ways that families pursue
healthier and more active lives, and standing with her husband as he led America through some of its most harrowing
moments. Along the way, she showed us a few dance moves, crushed Carpool Karaoke, and raised two down-to-earth
daughters under an unforgiving media glare. In her memoir, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling,
Michelle Obama invites readers into her world, chronicling the experiences that have shaped her̶from her childhood
on the South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive balancing the demands of motherhood and work, to her
time spent at the world s most famous address. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and
her disappointments, both public and private, telling her full story as she has lived it̶in her own words and on her
own terms. Warm, wise, and revelatory, Becoming is the deeply personal reckoning of a woman of soul and substance
who has steadily defied expectations̶and whose story inspires us to do the same.
"Michelle Obama is unlike any other first lady in American history. From her first moments on the public stage, she has
challenged traditional American notions about what it means to be beautiful, to be strong, to be fashion-conscious, to
be healthy, to be First Mom, to be a caretaker and hostess, and to be partner to the most powerful man in the world ...
While many books have looked at Michelle Obama from a fashion perspective, no book has fully explored what
Michelle Obama means to our culture"-"In writing Becoming, ... Michelle Obama shared her own ... journey to help create space for others to tell their stories
and to give people the courage to discover the power of their own voice. With this journal, she now provides you with
the encouragement to find value in your own personal journey of becoming ... [The diary] includes prompts designed
to help you reflect on [and notate] your personal and family history; your goals, challenges, and dreams; what moves
you and brings you hope; and what future you imagine for yourself and your community"--Provided by publisher.
Michelle Obama: In Her Own Words: Young Reader Edition
Becoming
Everyday Icon
16 Writers on the Iconic First Lady and How Her Journey Inspires Our Own
The Story of the White House Kitchen Garden and Gardens Across America
This book details the fascinating life story of Michelle Obama, emphasizing her own personal and professional accomplishments, her life partnership with
President Barack Obama, and her distinctive approach to the role of First Lady. • Includes a chronology of the life of America's first African American
First Lady • Presents photos of the Obama family—including their dog, Bo
Describes how the First Lady and her daughters planted a vegetable garden on the White House's South Lawn as part of an initiative to raise awareness
about childhood obesity, and shares gardening tips, recipes, and advice for making healthier food choices.
Get inside the head of Michelle Obama: author, lawyer, humanitarian, and the trailblazing first Black woman to serve as First Lady of the United States.
This collection of quotes has been carefully curated from Michelle Obama’s numerous public statements—interviews, books, social media posts, television
appearances, and more. It’s a comprehensive picture of her legacy as one of America’s most recognizable and influential women, specifically geared
toward young readers. The quotes in the collection touch on education, friendship and community, life lessons, America, the role of First Lady, making
change, inequality and injustice, and more. This edition includes educational materials and resources for lesson plans designed to provoke discussion and
thought for young readers about Michelle Obama's ideas. Michelle Obama has been challenging others’ expectations since she was a young woman
growing up on Chicago’s South Side. When a high school counselor told her, “I’m not sure you’re Princeton material,” Obama graduated as the
salutatorian and went off to Princeton anyway. After graduating from Harvard Law School, Obama spent several years as an attorney at a prestigious
Chicago law firm before committing her efforts to public service and community outreach. When her husband, Barack Obama, was elected president in
2008, she began a new chapter of her life as the first Black woman to serve as First Lady of the United States of America. While always conscious of the
unique pressures and difficulties of her role, Obama made it her mission to present her authentic self to the American people. Her pride in and openness
about the aspects of her identity that made her unusual among First Ladies—including her race, working-class upbringing, career path, and educational
achievement—made her a figure beloved by the general public. Since emerging on the global stage, Obama has become a source of inspiration for young
women all over the world, largely due to her engaging authenticity and candor. Now, Michelle Obama: In Her Own Words offers a unique look into the
mind of one of the world’s most influential women by collecting 200 of her most insightful quotes. Meticulously curated from interviews, speeches,
statements, and other sources, Michelle Obama: In Her Own Words creates a comprehensive picture of Michelle Obama, her wisdom, and her legacy.
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Where To Download Michelle Obama In Her Own Words The Views And Values Of Americas First Lady
What's your journey of becoming? Based on Michelle Obama's bestselling memoir, this gorgeous journal features an intimate and inspiring introduction by
the former First Lady and thought-provoking questions and prompts to help you discover-and rediscover-your story. 'It's not about being perfect. It's not
about where you get yourself in the end. There's power in allowing yourself to be known and heard, in owning your unique story, in using your authentic
voice. And there's grace in being willing to know and hear others. This, for me, is how we become.' - Michelle Obama In publishing Becoming, a work of
deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling, Michelle Obama shared her own extraordinary journey to help create space for others to tell their stories, to
give people the courage to discover the power of their own voice, and to widen the pathway for who belongs and why. This guided journal presents
inspiring questions and quotes from the book to help you reflect on your personal and family history, your goals, challenges, and dreams, what moves you
and brings you hope, and what future you imagine for yourself and your community. Above all, these pages help you capture your own voice and journey so
you can nurture your sense of belonging.
In Her Own Words: The Speeches 2008
Michelle Obama: in Her Own Words: the Speeches 2008
Go High: The Unstoppable Presence and Poise of Michelle Obama
How Michelle Obama Leads
The Obamas

This is a synopsis, not a replacement, and serves as a study aid. The following is about Michelle Obama's
book, Becoming. An intimate, powerful, and inspiring memoir by the former First Lady of the United
States. #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • WATCH THE EMMY-NOMINATED NETFLIX ORIGINAL
DOCUMENTARY • OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK • NAACP IMAGE AWARD WINNER • ONE OF ESSENCE’S
50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS In a life filled with meaning and
accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of the most iconic and compelling women of our
era. As First Lady of the United States of America—the first African American to serve in that role—she
helped create the most welcoming and inclusive White House in history, while also establishing herself as
a powerful advocate for women and girls in the U.S. and around the world, dramatically changing the
ways that families pursue healthier and more active lives, and standing with her husband as he led
America through some of its most harrowing moments. Along the way, she showed us a few dance moves,
crushed Carpool Karaoke, and raised two down-to-earth daughters under an unforgiving media glare. In
her memoir, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling, Michelle Obama invites readers into
her world, chronicling the experiences that have shaped her—from her childhood on the South Side of
Chicago to her years as an executive balancing the demands of motherhood and work, to her time spent
at the world’s most famous address. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and
her disappointments, both public and private, telling her full story as she has lived it—in her own words
and on her own terms. Warm, wise, and revelatory, Becoming is the deeply personal reckoning of a
woman of soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations—and whose story inspires us to do the
same.
Michelle ObamaIn Her Own WordsPublicAffairs
Presents the life and accomplishments of the First Lady of the United States, from her childhood in
Chicago and her career as a lawyer to her marriage to Barack Obama and her initiatives in the White
House.
Growing up on Chicago's South Side, Michelle LaVaughn Robinson loved school and her family. Driven by
her parents' passion for education and her own desire to succeed, she graduated first from Princeton and
then Harvard Law School and landed a job at a prestigious law firm, where she met her soon-to-be
husband, Barack Obama. While raising their two young daughters, Michelle Obama committed herself to
public service. She kept that commitment as her husband's political career soared and worked hard to
continue serving the public when her family landed in the White House. Follow Obama's journey from
Chicago school kid to history-making First Lady and beyond as she continues to make her mark as an
inspiring speaker, bestselling author, and agent for positive change.
Michelle Obama: In Her Own Words
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